
SC-CLK-B One-Click™ connector cleaner
SC-CLK-B

Fujikura One-Click™ connector cleaning tools are designed to clean a wide variety of
connector types (e.g. SC, ST, FC, LC, MU, E2000, MPO/MTP, MTRJ, Duplex LC, ODC,
LEMO 3K.93C series connectors, etc) either directly, when mounted in an adapter or a
receptacle, all with a simple single-action cleaning system (push/release).

This handy tool is effective with a variety of contaminants and with over 500 cleaning cycles per unit it also has a remarkably low
cost per clean.

Why clean fibre connectors?

Pits and scratches are often caused by dirt and other debris

Dust, dirt, oils, etc, are everywhere and will migrate to exposed connector end-faces

Dirty connectors attenuate signal levels and can increase digital bit error rates

Always clean both connectors when mating / unmating

Cleaning facts

Cleaning saves time and money

Dirty connectors cause a major percentage of fibre optic network failures

Prevention is simple – clean connectors

Proper cleaning saves money by eliminating service calls caused by dirty connectors

Proper cleaning extends the life of connects and reduces replacement costs

Clean connectors maximize the performance of the network and reduce repair cost

Overview Features Specification

From: £34.13 ex. VAT

1-9

£42.66

10-49

£38.39

50-99

£37.33

100-299

£36.26

300+

£34.13

Cleans the ferrule end-face inside an adapter or
connectors on jumpers by making full use of
guide cap 
Prevents transmission error or end-face damage
by dirty end-face 
Comfortable and user-friendly design with one
click cleaning 
Complies with EU/98/2002/EC directive (RoHS) 
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